
NOHGA HOTEL AKIHABARA TOKYO × AIR 3331
Stay at an urban hotel while creating your own project inside an independent art center
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 Discover Akihabara, stay in comfort, and create artwork all at once! As its first ever collaboration with a hotel, AIR 3331 is starting 
a limited-time residency in which artists may stay at the newly opened NOHGA HOTEL AKIHABARA TOKYO (September 2020) 
with the opportunity to work inside 3331 Arts Chiyoda, a major alternative art center. Both located at the heart of Akihabara, 
residents can quickly access the studio just 5 minutes walking from the hotel, while immersed in the bustling scene of the electronics 
and anime/manga district.

Period ｜ October 19 (Mon), 2020 ‒ March 31 (Wed), 2021
 Apply ｜ September 28 (Mon), 2020 ‒ March 10 (Wed), 2021 

*See final page for how to apply

 Program fee (tax-included)

 Program information
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 Facilities

 ① NOHGA HOTEL AKIHABARA TOKYO
- About the hotel -

To let our guests dive into the diversity, curiosity, and creativity of Akihabara, we convey what we value through each feature of the 
hotel. Centered on music, art, and taste, our hotel interior communicating Akihabara’ s essence, event programs and products within 
the space are realized through collaboration with numerous creative minds. This is an introduction of what we aim to pursue as a hotel 
rooted in the city.

- Guest rooms - 
Our guest rooms are where you can relax and experience the music culture we aim to offer. Every room has quality speakers installed, 
and we also distribute original music & film content streamed on TV. The simple and warm interior design completed with Japan-made 
amenities and fixtures will introduce excellent craftmanship, with curiosity and refinement coexisting.

Common features for all room types｜Ensuite bathroom, Bluetooth speaker, Netflix available on TV (account signup 
necessary), in-room safety box, mini fridge, USB outlet, free Wifi, non-smoking
*Either room option A or B listed below will be designated by program organizers.

A. Double B. Twin

Room size｜21m2 / 226ft2

Bed size｜two 1,000 × 2,000

Detailed features｜Bluetooth 

speaker

Room size｜18m2 / 194 ft2

Bed size｜1,600 × 2,000

Detailed features｜Bluetooth 

speaker



② 3331 Arts Chiyoda

- About 3331 -
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3331 Arts Chiyoda is an independent art center based in the renovated Rensei Junior High School, a former Chiyoda City public school. Since 2010, it has 
served as both an artistic hub for anyone wanting to create, as well as a relaxing and open space for the community. Year after year, we hold countless 
programs including exhibitions, events, and workshops spanning fields beyond contemporary art from architecture and design to physical expressions and 
local history and culture. Also essential to our yearly activities are projects involving residents and children of the neighborhood, especially our participation 
in major festivals and traditions.

- Studio & Gallery IN 3331 -

Participants will be offered the Studio & Gallery IN 3331, where they can immerse their project in 3331 Arts Chiyoda’ s dynamic atmosphere. Here, creators 
can engage with 3331 visitors daily, which doubles as a gallery space. The studio is ideal for those seeking concentrated production time, opportunities to 
present, and an interactive environment. 
*Note: depending on availability, participants may be offered a different space within 3331. 

Floor area｜ approx. 32m2

Lighting｜Fluorescent, LED spot lights

Amenities｜Wifi, air conditioner/heating unit, 1 

worktable and chair per artist

*For optional rental equipment and services 

(additional fee), please inquire with coordinator.
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How to Apply

Please send an e-mail to [residence(at)3331(dot)jp] 
with「NOHGA AKIBA_(Your full name) 」in the subject line along with the following 
materials:
*When e-mailing change (at) to @ and (dot) to . 

(1) “NOHGA HOTEL x AIR 3331” activity proposal (max. 500 words)

(2) Preferred residency period (1-week or 2-week) (Ex: 1/11/2021-1/17/2021)

(3) Recent CV

(4) Portfolio (at least 5 images, video, audio, essay or web links as relevant)

(5) Supporting materials to describe your residency project, as applicable (ex: sample 
schedules, images/videos, web links, etc.)

*The maximum total file size for the above data is 2MB.
*Mac Pages format not accepted.
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Inquiries

For inquiries, please contact us at the below e-mail or phone number.

AIR 3331 Staff
E-mail：【residence (at) 3331(dot) jp】 
*When e-mailing change (at) to @ and (dot) to .
TEL：03-6803-2441（Rep.）/FAX：03-6803-2442

“NOHGA HOTEL AKIHABARA TOKYO × AIR 3331” is a collaborative plan between the below groups.


